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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution of above named accused person 
is  that  on  28/02/14   complainant's   son   Kaushik   Modai   and  his   friends   were 
travelling   from  Jorhat  to  Guwahati  by  a  vehicle  bearing  No. AS 03 H 0357 
through  NH  37 . While  the  vehicle  was  coming  towards  Guwahati    on 01/03/14 
at  about  12-30  a.m.  at  night  the  said  vehicle  coming  in a  rash  and negligent  
manner  made  an accident  at  Amguri  near  Jakhalabandha  Police Station .  In  that  
accident  complainant's  son  Kaushik Modai  was  spot dead  and  other passengers  
were  seriously  injured . This is the case .  
 

 An FIR was lodged  before Jakhalabandha Police Station . Seen the FIR. 
A case was registered by Police and after investigation police submitted charge sheet  
U/S 279/337/304 (A) IPC by investigating officer . 

The accused person, in response to the process issued to him, appeared 
before the court. Particulars of offences u/s 279/337/304 (A)  IPC are read over and 
explained to the accused to which  pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried, after  
copies were handed over and hearing both sides .

The  prosecution  side  has  examined  seven  numbers  of  witnesses   in 
support of its case. The statement u/s 313 CrPC is recorded .The defense case is total 
denial and adduced no evidence in defence.  .  Heard arguments of both sides.    

(i)Whether the  accused on the day of incident  has  driven  the vehicle  so  rash  and 
negligently causing  an accident  ? 
(ii)Whether  the accused on the same day and time has driven  the  vehicle  so  rash 
and negligently  causing  serious injury to the passengers  ? 
(iii) Whether  the  accused  on the  same day and time  has  driven  the  vehicle  so rash 
and negligent  causing  death  to a passenger  namely  Kaushik Modai ? 

                      

To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the evidence 
on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the culpability of the 
accused, victim has to be examined .  I have gone through the same carefully.

DECISION     AND    REASONS    THEREOF

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATIONS



In his deposition PW1 Jogen Ch.  Modai  the  complainant  of the  instant 
case  stated  that  on 28/2/14  at  about  12-15  p.m.  O/C  Jakhalabandha  P/S 
informed him  over  telephone  that  a  “Swift Dezire”  vehicle  has  made  an  accident 
under  Jakhalabandha  P/S  where  the condition  of  Koushik  Modai  was very serious . 
On the  next  day  morning  at  about  5 a.m.  When the  complainant  reached  the 
police station  and found  his  son  dead .  He  also  informed  that  he  came  to know 
about  the  incident  from  the co-passenger of his  son  that  is  his friends. 

PW2  Atlantik Das  stated   that  PW1  is known to him .  It  was an  
incident two years  before .  PW2  stated   that  he  himself along with  Ronaljit , Nizam, 
Gaugik Bora , Kaushik Modai hired a Swift  Dezire  vehicle  at Jorhat and came  to  
Guwahati  by  that car  on 28/2/14 . That  the Swift  Dezire  vehicle  was  driven  by 
the  accused  person in the  dock . The  vehicle No.  was  AS 03 H 0357. The  driver  of  
the  vehicle  had increased  the  speed  in-spite  of  repeated  objection  from  him  and 
others  when the  vehicle  reached  near  Burapahar  reason .  But  the driver   has  not  
obey  their  directions . PW2  stated   that  they  have  seen  the  speed  of the  vehicle  
on the meter  fixed  on  that  purposed  on the  car  itself.  Due to this  reason  the said 
vehicle  turned  over   on the high way itself. As a result  they  suffered  injury . Their  
friend  Kaushik  Modai's injury was serious .  Koushik  Modoi  was  brought  to the 
Jakhalabandha Hospital   and he  was  declared  dead  there .  After   making  the 
accident  the  accused  driver  fled away .  

In his cross-examination  PW2  stated   that  he  was  seating  in the 
back seat  of the  vehicle . The  accident  took  place  at  about  12  p.m.  at  night . 

PW3  Nizam Ahmed  stated   that  he  know  the  complainant . On 
28/2/14  they  hired a Swift Dezire  vehicle  and  came  to  Guwahati . The  accused 
person  in the  dock   was  the  driver of that vehicle . When the vehicle  reached  near 
Burapahar  the driver  of the  vehicle  has  raised  the speed  to a  high  extent .  PW3 
was seated  in the  front  seat .   All the  passengers  including  PW3  asked  the driver  
to  slow down  the  speed . But  the  accused   driver  did not  obey  their  directions  
stating  some  unpleasant  comments .  PW3  observed  that  the vehicle  was more  
then 100 k.m. / hour . He  also  stated  that  the  driver has  raised the speed of  the 
vehicle  in such a  dangerous  and  negligent way  making  fear  in their  minds  for  
that  reason  after driving  some  distance  the vehicle  turned over  on the  side  and  
caused  an accident .  The victim Kaushik was  sitting  on the  back seat  near  the  door 
. Making  the  accident  the  driver escaped. They  also stated  that  the  other  co-
passengers  including him  also sustained some  injuries .  After  that  they  brought  
Kaushik  to the  Hospital . PW3 commented  that  due  to rash and negligent  driving 
the  accident  took  place  and  they  have  lost their  friend Kaushik . 

PW4  Ronaljit     Baruah  stated   that  he  know the complainant . 
Incident  took  place  in the  year  2014 . He also stated   that  they have  5 friends  and 
hired  a  Swift Dezire vehicle  to go to Guwahati . And the Swift Dezire  was  driven  by 
the  accused   in the dock . When  the  vehicle reached  near  Burapahar  the driver  has 
raised  the  speed  of the  vehicle . The speed  of the  vehicle  has  shown 100 k.m.  Per  
hour . When they  observed  and asked  about  to  slow  down  the speed  the  accused  
disobey  them  by commenting   unpleasant  words. PW4  also  stated   that  the driver 



has taken  the  turning  of the  Burapahar  reason  in a rash  and negligently .  By 
driving that  way  and  after travelling a short  distance  the  vehicle  made  an  accident 
by  turning  down   on the  road  itself.  After  making  that accident  the  accused driver  
has  managed  to escape.  The injury  of the  victim   Kaushik  Modai  was  serious . He 
was brought  to Jakhalabandha  Hospital  where   he  was declared dead .

PW5   Gougik Borah  stated   that  on 28/2/14  they  hired a Swift  Dezire  
vehicle  to  go   to  Guwahati .  The  vehicle  was  driven  by the  accused person  in the  
dock .  The accused  has  driven  the  vehicle  in a  high  speed . He  was asked  to 
slow  down  the  speed .  But  the  driver  disobeyed   them .  He  also  stated   that  
the  driver  has  driven  the  vehicle  in a rash  and  negligent  manner .   As a result  of 
which  the  vehicle  turned  over on the  road causing  an  accident . After  that 
accident  the driver   has escaped .  All  the  passengers  sustained  injuries .  They 
brought  the  injured  Kaushik  to Jakhalabandha  Hospital  where  he  was  declared 
dead . 

PW6  TSI Bhupen Bora  stated   that  on 1/3/14  at about  1 a.m.  at  
night  he  got  an information  over  telephone  that a Swift Dezire  has  made  an 
accident  at  Amguri  where  the vehicle  turned over  causing  an accident .  PW6 
found four   injured  at  the  spot .  One injured  was  declared   dead  at the  Hospital .  
On 7/3/14  after  getting  an FIR  he  was   endorsed  for  investigation .  He  has  
drawn  the  sketch map  and seized  the  vehicle . Vehicle  was a Swift Dezire  and its 
No. was AS 03 H 0357 . Later  on,  medical  report  was collected  by the  I/O  as well  
as Post Morten report also . Accused  Pranjal Dutta was  arrested .    Later on,  released 
him  on bail . 

PW7  Dr.  A.C.  Pator stated   that  he  has  examined Mr. Atlantik Das on 
1/3/14  at  about 12-30  a.m.  Mr. Nizam Ahmed , Mr. Ronaljit  Borua, Mr.  Gaugik 
Bora . 

In  his  cross-examination   PW7   stated     that   though  time   of 
examination  was  same  but  injured   was  examined  one  by  one  but not at a time. 

Upon   careful   analysis  of  evidence   on  record   it  appears   that 
prosecution  has  examined  as many  as  7 No.s  of witnesses  out of which  majority 
witnesses corroborated  each  other   in a same and similar  way .   It is  also revealed 
that in the said offending vehicle  there were 5 passengers    and the driver . The 
accident  took  place  in a  remote area  as stated  by the  I/O of the  case . But  the  
passengers  present  in the vehicle  which  all are major  and they are  eye witnesses .  
Though the  injury  of  the  other  passengers except  deceased  Kaushik Modai  was 
simple  in nature  as  stated  by the  Expert,  the Medical  Officer .  All other  passengers 
except Kaushik  Modai  are in a  conscious  mode  and could  speak  in  detail about  the  
accident . It  is  clear  that  deceased  Kaushik Modai  was  their  friend and they  lost 
Kaushik  Modai in  that  accident  . But  it is  not  necessary  that  all  of  them have 
stated  in a similar  way  to  harass the  accused . From  the  evidence  of  witnesses  it  
is presumed  that  the  accident  was  happened  not  due  to mechanical  default  of 
the said  vehicle  nor head on collision with  the  other  vehicle . Generally a question 
arise  that  how  the  accident  took  place . Because a vehicle  can not  suddenly 



turned  over  on the  road  itself   while  it  was  running . Now  before  appreciating all  
the witnesses  I like  to  explain  the  provisions  of law  in this  regards . 

Section 279 IPC  describes that whoever drives any vehicle ,or rides , on any public 
way in a manner so rash or negligent as to endanger human life ,or to be likely to cause  
hurt or injury to any other person , shall be punished.

Section 337 IPC  states that  whoever  causes hurt to any  person  by  doing  any  act 
so  rashly  or  negligently  as  to  endanger human  life, or  the  personal safety  of 
others, shall be  punished with  imprisonment of  either description  for  a  term  which 
may  extend to six months  or  with  fine which  may extend to  five  hundred rupees, or 
both . 

Section 304A IPC states that whoever causes death of any person by doing any rash 
or negligent act not amounting to culpable homicide , shall be punished.

Rash and negligent act – Section 279  IPC is  attracted  only if  the  manner  of 
driving  is  so rash and  negligent  as to  endanger human  life . Firstly it is the offence  
of the  driver  and  not  of the pillion rider. Secondly, the act of  driving  must be  such  
that  can  be  branded  grossly rash and / or  negligent that  a  reasonable  influence  
can  be  drawn  about  the likely  consequence  of  endangering  human  life  or  
causing  hurt on  injury to  any  other  person,  other then  the  driver  . The accused  
was  disqualified  for driving but  was  acquitted  as  he  himself not  driving the vehicle  
at  the  relevant  time . On  appeal  the  acquittal  was  upheld as  there was   no  need  
to read  any  extra words into  relevant  provisions when  it  was  proved  the  accused 
was  not  the  driver  of the  vehicle  and police  had  no  power to  arrest. The  accused 
contended  in  one  case  that  scooter would not  be  recognised  for  registration  and  
was  not  technically  road worthy .  This  contention  was  rejected  and  it was  held 
that a  reasonable person  would regard the  user  of such  a scooter  as a  road   user 
as motorist  scooter was  mechanically  propelled  vehicle  which  was  designed and  
intended for road use  and statutory  requirement of license and third party  insurance 
were  applicable. The  accused  was  convicted  for driving a vehicle while  over  the 
prescribed  alcohol limit.  He contended that  the  Act  does not  contain an  irrebuttable  
presumption  and  therefore section 8  of  Road Traffic Act  was  incompatible  with the 
right  to   presumed  innocence  under   Human  Right   Act,  1988.   Dismissing   his 
contention  it was  held that irrebuttable  presumption  was  reasonable one  and  aim 
was to  prevent  driver from  taking  alcohol before  coming  to  vehicle. As held in a 
Rangoon case  a man  to  ride pillion on  an  ordinary  bicycle in a  crowded street  is a 
negligent act  which  is  likely  to  cause  injury to the  other  person  and  vehicles there 
. It  would be a negligent act  to  carry any  second person (whatever his age ,  build of  
weight)  on a bicycle,  who  is liable to  change his position  or fall off, if this  is  done  
on  public way where there  is  other  traffic.  “   



Rash and  negligent  act  –  Section  304  A  “  Criminal  rashness  is hazarding   a 
dangerous or wanton  act  with  the  knowledge  that  it is  so , and  that  it may  cause  
injury , but  without intention  to  cause injury , or  knowledge that it will probably be 
caused.  The criminality   lies  in   running   the  risk  of   doing  such  an act   with  
recklessness or  indifference  as  to the  consequences. Criminal negligence is the gross 
and  culpable  negligent or  failure to  exercise that  reasonable and  proper care and 
precaution  to  guard  against  injury either to the public generally  or to an  individual in  
particular, which  having  regard to all the  circumstances out  of which  the  charge 
has  arisen , it  was  the imperative  duty of the  accused person  to have  adopted. The 
hazard must be  of  such  a degree that  injury was  most likely  to be  occasioned 
thereby . The  accused  driving a bus came in  good speed and at a place  where  two 
bullock carts were stationary and  sheep were  moving  about  swerved the vehicle to  
the right  of the road  and hit  a cyclist  going  ahead of the  bus , the  cyclist  dying  on  
the spot, the  bus  travelling a distance  of  nearly 79 feet before  it  came  to a stop, it  
was  held that  the two  strong circumstances, namely the speed at which  the  vehicle 
was  driven  at  the time without reminding   the traffic  conditions and  taking  the 
vehicle  to the  right half of  the  road,  indicated that  the accused was  rash  and 
negligent in driving  the vehicle  and  causing  the death  of the  cyclist . For  criminal 
negligence  it  must  be  shown to  secure  conviction that  the  act  was  done with  the 
consciousness  of  risk  that   evil   consequences  of   death  were  likely   to   flow 
therefrom and / or there was means rea in the  doing  of  the  negligent act  alleged 
against  the  accused .”   

In the instant  case  the contents of the  FIR and the  deposition  of the 
complainant  is  corroborative . It is  true that  complainant  is  not  the eye  witness .  
He  was  at  Jorhat  at  the  time of  accident .  Whatever  he  has  heard  from the  eye 
witnesses  i.e.  from  his  son's  friends  accordingly  he  has stated   in  the    deposition 
or  wrote  in the   FIR . Also  the  complainant  stated  the  reason  of  delay  in  filing 
the FIR . It is believable  that as  the victim  who  has  expired  in the  accident   was 
the  son of the  complainant .  To observe   rituals  and  funerals  he was   busy  so 
delay may happened . The main criteria attracting  against  the  accused  in  the  instant 
case : 

(I) Rash and negligence in driving
(II) Identification of the driver  and  recognization  of the driver .                 

                    If we see the  evidences  of PW2 , 3, 4, 5  it appears  that  all of  them 
identified  the  accused . They  have  stated  that the  accused  was  the driver  who  
made  the  accident . It is  also  clear  from  the  FIR  and the  evidence of the 
complainant  that  PW2  to PW5  hired  a vehicle  from the  Jorhat  to  Guwahati   and 
the  driver  was  the  accused . In  that  regard Ld.  Defence  submitted    that   though 
the witnesses  have identified  the  accused  but  they  could not pronounce  the driver 
as   accused . It is  also  not  written  in the  FIR  itself.   But  it is  not necessary  when 
we  hired  a vehicle to know  the  name  of the  driver .  Because main  purpose  is  to  
travel .  Not knowing  the name  of the driver  is not  excuse .  But the  witnesses 
solved  the main  purpose  by  identifying  the driver . As  well as  all the  4 witnesses  



pronounce   the  number   of  the   vehicle   who  made  the   accident  .  The   other 
ingredients negligence  and rash  driving  can  be  stated  only  by  the  eye witnesses .  
Because  investigating agencies  and other  sources  could not exactly  mentioned  this  
situation . 

In the instant case  PW2  to PW5  were  the eye  witnesses ,  it is  
beyond  reasonable  doubt  and the  accident  took  place without  any  other influence .  
Therefore  it may  be  presumed  that  the driver  has  driven  the vehiale  in  rash  and  
negligent  way . As the  witnesses  stated   that  the speed  of the  vehicle  suddenly 
raised  by the  accused .  Despite of  repeated  warnings  by the  victims .  In  this  
regard  defence  raised  no  supporting  evidence  that  speed  was  not  so  high .  Also  
the geographic  area  is  such  that  if  the vehicle  was  driven  in a normal  and steady 
way  no  such  accident  took  place .  In the  instant case  defence except  putting 
some suggestions  in relevant  questions no  such materials are  inferred  so  that  
prosecution's allegation  could be  over  ruled .  In this regard Ld.  Defence  also  put 
the question  of  TIP that  I/O  of the  case  has  to  conduct  TIP  parade  to identify  
the  accused .  

From the above analysis it is  revealed  that  prosecution  is successful  in 
bringing  home  the ingredients  of the  above  charges (U/s 279/337/304 (A) IPC) 
against   the   accused  .  I  have   also   reached  the  conclusion   that   charges  U/s  
279/337/304 (A)  IPC are  attracted against  the  accused . 

Considering  the nature  of  offence , facts and circumstances   I do not 
like  to incline  the benefit  of provision of probation of  offenders Act . Therefore,  
heard  the accused  on the  point  of  sentence . The  accused  submitted  that  he  is  
only  bread earner of  his  family so he should  be  considered leniently.  

                                 ORDER 

Accused  namely  Pranjal  Dutta   is  therefore   convicted   U/S 
279/337/304(A) IPC and sentenced  him imprisonment . The accused is sentence  for  5 
months simple imprisonment and fine  of Rs. 1000/- for Section  279 IPC;  sentenced 
him simple imprisonment  for  5  months and  a  fine  of Rs. 500/- for section  337 IPC ; 
sentenced him simple imprisonment  for  1 year and  a fine of  Rs. 1000/-  for  offence 
U/S  304(A) IPC respectively .   In default of fine 10 days  simple imprisonment  each .  
The imprisonment  shall run  concurrently . 

Furnished a free copy  to the  accused . 

Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on this 
5/1/17 .
 

(PRANAB SARMA, AJS)
         SDJM

      Kaliabor ,Nagaon



  
Appendix

Name of Prosecution Witnesses :

PW1                                       : Sri  Gajen Ch. Modai 

PW2                                       : Sri  Atlantik Das 

PW3                                       : Md. Nizam Ahmed 

PW4                                        : Sri  Ronaljit    Baruah

PW5                                        :  Sri Gougik Borah

PW6                                         : TSI Bhupen Bora . 

PW7                                         : Dr. A.C. Pator . 

Name of Defence Witness : Nil 

Exhibited documents           : 

Ext-1                                     : The  FIR 

Ext-2                                     : The  Sketch Map 

Ext-3                                     : Seizure list . 

Ext-4                                      : Charge sheet . 

Ext-4,5,6,7  are                     :  Injury reports .  
                                      


